Potentials of radar data for modelling different rainfall floods
Motivation:
Traditionally rainfall has been measured punctually with rain gauges located at the ground.
Recently, radar-based rainfall information is gathering more and more attention as a possible
source of accurate and spatially distributed rainfall information1,2. One potential application of
radar-based data is for flood predictions in small to semi-sized catchments3. However, it
remains unclear whether floods resulting from different rainfall types can profit in the same way
from the radar-based data4.
Content of this Master thesis:
This master thesis should explore the potential of incorporating radar data to model flood
events resulting from different types of rainfalls, i.e. convective, stratiform or mixed in a small
urban catchment of Birsig (Basel). Different set-ups of a rainfall-runoff model and the
catchment can be explored. This thesis aims at covering the following questions:

Does
the
performance
of
hydrologic model depend on the rainfall
type (and rainfall information)?

Which rainfall types (and resulting
flood types) profit the most from the radarbased information (and which the least)?

Does increasing catchment spatial
diversity increase model performance?

Which characteristics of floods can
be better predicted with radar-based and
which with rain gauge data?
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